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I. Measurement Between Two Points
1. Download and Install Meshlab, https://www.meshlab.net/
2. Import supported Mesh file.
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3. Left click once on the textured mesh’s model to activate, then left-click and drag to re-orient into place. Note, by
default Meshlab used the Y axis as its vertical axis. However, programs like Agisoft Metashape export rendered 3D files
with the Z axis as vertical. So, imported models may appear on their side after initial Meshlab import. Zoom in and out
as appropriate. Toggle the various shading and color controls in the Layer Dialog panel to better highlight the model’s
textured geometry (see circled options which will be covered in more detail in Section III).

5. Meshlab defaults to scaling imported meshes into units analogous to meters. If the imported mesh has already been
scaled during original rendering to a different unit of measure, Meshlab’s scale can be changed to accommodate. In the
example that follows, the program’s scale will be switched to units comparable to millimeters. First, navigate to
Transform: Scale, Normalize…

6. Enter 1000 as one of the Axis values. Make sure that Uniform Scaling is toggle on. Click Apply and Close. The model
is now scaled in units comparable to millimeters.

7. Reset trackball to have re-scaled model re-appear within the trackball. Rotate, zoom as appropriate.

8. Measure between two points using the Measuring Tool located in the top toolbar.

9. Left click on the first point, then click again on the second point. Meshlab draws a line between the two points and
calculates the distance in units comparable to millimeters as illustrated below:

10. Additional distance measures can be added to the same model during a given Meshlab session.

NOTE: Measurements are of Euclidean geometry…

II. Angle Measurements
1. Download OnScreenProtractor, http://osprotractor.sourceforge.net/Protractor.html
2. This Java-based program has a transparent background. So, the application should be oriented to run on top of a 3D
model in a viewer of the user’s choice. Here, a Sketchfab version of the given lithic is running underneath a re-sized
OnScreenProtractor window. NOTE: This same technique can also be used for use with Meshlab, etc.

3. Various protractor controls include the following (from http://osprotractor.sourceforge.net/Protractor.html):

4. Here are a few types of angle measurements that can be made and how they can be visualized by moving the AOB
points throughout the model, increasing axis thickness settings, and selective showing of angles…

III. Lighting and Shading
1. For lithics fabricated from semi-transparent material captured at both high geometric and texture resolution, it may
be useful to adjust a given model’s default lighting direction. Shift-cmd (Mac) or shift-ctrl (Win) and drag to make such
changes. Additional lighting controls may be toggled in the Back-Face area of the Layer Dialog Panel.

2. In addition, the Unsharpen Mask Geometry Filter can also be used to further bring out textured geometry for more
precise visual examination of surface contours and for optimized use of the Measuring Tool.

3. In combination, both the lighting and unsharp masking options allow for extremely close inspection at high zoom to
the sub-millimeter level. Such visualized measurements can be easily exported as still image .png files for illustration
purposes from Meshlab using the program’s Snapshot feature found in the top toolbar.

Note: the 19.14mm max height model used above was created through a combination of high resolution focus-stacked
source images and photogrammetric processing to an overall RMS reprojection error value of 5.861µ. A similarly-shaded
version of this model may be viewed and downloaded from Sketchfab: https://skfb.ly/6X7MX

IV. Creating, Measuring, and Visualizing Cross-sections
1. If not previously done, imported models should be correctly scaled and placed in the center of Meshlab’s XYZ world
coordinates. Placement is first done by turning on the visibility of the XYZ axes in world coordinates.

2. If the coordinates appear and align well with the trackball, then no further axes orientation is required. If, however,
the XYZ axes are not apparent, then use Filters > Normals, Curvatures and Orientation > Transform: Translate, Center,
set Origin…

…and then choose Transformation: Center on Layer BBox. Click Apply, then Close.

3. Reset trackball and rotate model with appropriate axis in up position. The model should now be centered to the XYZ
world coordinates which should now be visible.

4. Cross-sections can be sliced along planes perpendicular to any chosen axis. However, a cross plane offset must be
determined ahead of time. This can be done using the Measuring Tool. In this example, we will use the tool to measure
upwards from the bottom of model to a point mid-way along the Z axis. The resulting measurement is the cross plane
offset value and the point at which a cross-section will be made perpendicular to the Z axis.

5. Navigate to Filters > Quality Measure and Computation > Compute Planar Section. Enter cross plane offset value from
previously measured point and tick the radio button, Create also section surface

6. Rotate model 90 degrees along the Z axis.

7. Toggle off the full model layer’s display from the Layer Dialog Panel. The remaining cross-section layers will now be
visible. These are comprised of a polyline-only layer, and a filled cross-section layer.

8. The cross-section layers can be rotated, zoomed, and measured like any Meshlab layer. This is often made easier by
uncluttering the navigation area by switching off the trackball and XYZ axes views.

9. Measured cross-sections can also be exported for illustration purposes through the program’s Snapshot feature.

10. Finally, multiple Meshlab cross-section measurements can be combined…

… with angle readings between core axes made with the OnScreenProtractor Tool.

